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1 Introduction
The risk is the probability of negative health consequences 

and the severity of these effects as a result of the existence of a 
hazard or hazards in food (Hardy et al., 2018; Membré & Boué, 
2018; Zeaki et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2020a). HACCP is a food 
safety management system that was first employed by Pillsbury 
in 1959 and has subsequently undergone numerous revisions. 
The HACCP standard is crucial for adhering to national and 
international food safety regulations. This standard serves as a 
risk management tool that complements other food industry 
management system standards like ISO 22000. HACCP is a food 
safety system that identifies good production methods and is 
important for international trade. This standard is notably beneficial 
to manufacturers, processors, and food service providers. Despite 
the fact that HACCP is merely a concept and not a standard, it 
is still the most widely utilized food safety management model 
in the world. HACCP stands for “Hazard Analysis Critical 
Control Point,” and it is a food safety management method. 
HACCP is a control system that is used across the food chain 
to ensure the sanitary quality of food processes and is one of 
the practical solutions in furthering the aims of food hygiene. 
HACCP addresses all elements of food safety (Certa et al., 2018; 
Girardon et al., 2019; Hull-Jackson, 2019; Kang et al., 2018).

Another factor that contributes to the relevance of risk 
evaluation is the rise in global commerce, which has resulted 
in increased concerns for food safety and quality. In terms of 
food quality and health, newer methods have been developed to 
determine the risk of transmission of infectious and hazardous 
agents across the borders of countries and to determine the 
problems related to the quality and emerging diseases of 
contaminated food (Beltran-Alcrudo et al., 2019; Eriksson et al., 
2019; Tam & Jones, 2019).

Food will always be exposed to several hazards along the 
food supply chain, resulting in numerous issues for downstream 
processes and end consumers. We all eat vegetables, fruits, meat, 
dairy products, bread, and other foods on a regular basis, and 
the health and safety of these foods have a direct impact on our 
health (Molina-Besch et al., 2019; Noya et al., 2018).

Have you ever considered the potential dangers of unhealthy 
or seemingly unhealthy foods? Are you aware of the dangers of 
chemicals such as toxins, pesticides, and some preservatives or 
pathogenic microbes in the food you eat daily? Which agency or 
organization is in charge of guaranteeing food safety and health?
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Answering above questions requires analysis and review of 
risks in food safety. Many nations across the globe are working to 
develop a system for managing food safety hazards in order to offer 
safe and nutritious food. For this purpose, guidelines and rules have 
been set that indicate how to use scientific expertise in risk analysis 
(Cope et al., 2010; Rekha et al., 2006; Samimi & Samimi, 2020).

1.1 Objectives of risk analysis

The goal of risk analysis is to objectively analyze the negative 
health impacts of possible food hazards, including hazard 
identification, hazard nature, risk assessment (components of 
risk assessment). In a way that the product of activities leads to:

• Risk analysis including risk management, risk assessment, 
and information interaction;

• Reviewing and determining alternative policies for accepting, 
minimizing, or reducing the assessed risks, selecting and 
implementing appropriate options (Risk Management);

• Exchange information and theory of risk assessors, risk 
managers, and stakeholders (Risk Communication)

1.2 Food safety risk analysis

One of the key difficulties in both rich and developing nations 
is ensuring food safety in order to preserve public health and 
economic prosperity. In recent decades, there have been several 
advancements in food safety measures. The risk analysis method, 
which is based totally on science and extensive risk analysis, is 
one of these contemporary approaches for food safety (Baker, 
2003; Lammerding, 1997).

This technique, as its name indicates, is a series of steps 
that, when completely implemented and realized, encompass 
a created system of competence and abilities in the field of 
management and food safety.

Framework for Risk Analysis: A method of gathering, analyzing, 
and systematically evaluating data from both scientific and non-
scientific sources on physical, biological, or chemical dangers 
connected with food in order to determine the optimum risk 
management approach.

Risk communication, Risk assessment, and risk management 
are the three elements of risk analysis, according to the Codex 
rules. New information or data, as well as changes in the food 
content concerns, should prompt a review of risk analysis, 
which is a dynamic and highly repeated interaction program. 
To perform risk analysis successfully, countries must have a 
food safety system that works well in which all stakeholders, 
including the government, industry, academics, and consumers, 
are involved. Risk analysis is based on available scientific facts, 
costs, environmental variables, information, cultural and other 
considerations (Demortain, 2012).

1.3 Execution method of food safety risk analysis

In this process, a structural model and method are used, 
which are used step by step to identify, select and measure 

specific measures to control food safety risk. The most important 
advantage of this process is its effective help to food safety 
managers to properly and timely inform the real food risk 
to ensure the public health and access to useful information 
to make principled decisions to promote community health 
(Luning et al., 2008).

1.4 Components of food safety risk analysis system

To be aware of this process, it is necessary to be familiar 
with its components. These components are as follows (Jia & 
Jukes, 2013; Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations, 2006):

Risk assessment

This parameter is based on a scientific process that 
includes the following components: 1) Hazard characteristics, 
2) Hazard identification, 3) Risk characteristics, 4) Evaluation 
and exposure.

Risk management

This parameter encompasses the process of assessing 
different criteria, such as risk evaluation and other variables 
influencing consumer health and encouraging fair trade, as 
well as, if required, the selection of appropriate preventative 
and control techniques to ensure food safety.

Risk communication

Information and opinions exchanged during the procedure 
for risk analysis on risk factors, and risk characteristics between 
risk-related individuals, including consumers, risk managers, etc.

There is a continuous confrontation between risk assessors 
and risk managers about risk in food risk and safety analysis. 
It is worth noting that USDA (United States Department of 
Agriculture) and FDA (US Food and Drug Administration) are 
two completely separate organizations under the US Department 
of Health and Welfare Services. Both organizations are responsible 
for food safety, but their case studies are different (Pape, 2004).

USDA is responsible for risk assessment of agricultural goods, 
and FDA is tasked with risk assessment in the food and food 
additives and medical devices industry. It should also be noted 
that EFSA (European Food Safety Authority) is primarily tasked 
with EU risk evaluation in food safety matters. Risk assessment 
is carried out fully independently of risk management in the 
European food safety system. EFSA examines the risk cases 
completely scientifically, and then the cases are referred to the 
European Union for standardization and legislation.

1.5 Examples of food safety risk analysis in general

• Continuous risk analysis is necessary.

• The analysis must be completely transparent and clearly 
documented.
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• Analysis should be performed based on completely 
scientific principles.

• The analysis should be re-examined and assessed whenever 
new facts and research become available.

• Components of risk analysis should be written in a 
complete and systematic way. All documents should be 
made available to food safety groups as needed.

1.6 Benefits and benefits of food safety risk analysis

• Ability to estimate food safety risk

• Consumer trust in the availability of diverse food items

• Facilitate safety assessment of new foods

• Impact on community health and food safety programs

• Creating scientific methods and principles for creating 
instructions and developing standards

• Supporting domestic and international trade

1.7 Duties of managers and assessors in risk assessment

In general, there needs to be an extensive and continuous 
exchange of information between managers and risk assessors, 
but their operating environment must be completely independent. 
Risk managers are responsible for initiating the risk analysis 
process, and tracking whether the risk analysis process is complete 
or not is in their job description (Davies, 2010). On the other 
hand, risk assessors are scientific professionals who understand 
scientific problems well and can assess risk according to scientific 
principles. Therefore, anyone who is somehow involved in the 
risk analysis process could be responsible for communication 
and correspondence.

1.8 First steps in food risk analysis

The first step is to set up a risk profile. In this case, it is worth 
mentioning the following:

• Managing risk profiles enables risk managers to conduct a 
thorough risk evaluation of the potential for safety of food.

• The risk profile identifies a clear status of food safety risk 
and answers the questions that risk managers face in order 
to effectively review and address food safety

• The risk profile is frequently regarded as an appropriate 
model for emphasizing safety of food since it decides if a risk 
assessment is required in general and whether the issue in 
the context of food safety can be handled promptly or not.

1.9 Who prepares the risk profile?

In the analysis of this case, it is worth mentioning the 
following:

• Risk profiles are usually prepared by experts and scientific 
consultants with expertise in solving food safety problems.

• Risk profile includes sufficient and reliable information 
and details to support risk managers for final decisions.

• The Food Safety Working Group plays an important role 
in preparing suitable situations for creating risk profiles 
as well as categorizing various topics and topics in the 
field of food safety.

• Successful implementation of risk analysis in different 
countries requires having a proper and ongoing food safety 
structure and systems.

1.10 Success factors in the implementation of food safety risk 
analysis system

• Full awareness of risk analysis and knowledge of its value 
to maintaining public health at the level of government 
decision-makers

• Ability to implement and evaluate risk at the national level

• Cooperation at the national level between the main body 
of public health protection (Ministry of Health) with other 
relevant bodies such as the standard organization, nutrition 
institute, universities, and industrial institutions, etc.

1.11 The main achievements of the systematic 
implementation of the risk analysis process

• Reducing food safety risk according to risk prioritization 
and grading

• Increasing national trust and public health in the food 
sector and improving the economy and trade

Sentiment analysis may be used at many levels of the 
domain, including sentence, document, and aspect. Sentiment 
analysis of the document surface is used to identify the whole 
sentiment of the text. Its sentence level is used to determine a 
one-sentence feeling, while aspect/dimension level sentiment 
analysis is used to identify each aspect of each entity used in 
a sentence. For example: “I really like Apple products, but the 
latest version of the iPhone is not so great!” There is a positive 
feeling about Apple products, but there is a negative opinion 
about the latest iPhone.

Although attribution extraction from documents plays an 
important role in task classification, most sentiment analysis 
research uses traditional machine learning methods. These 
methods must manually extract attributes from data. Some of 
these techniques include New Biz (NB), Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), and Logistic Regression. On the other hand, text inputs 
must be properly given to neural networks. BOW is a popular 
method that introduces each sentence in a way that is suitable 
for machine learning. This method is quite simple and effective 
but ignores the word order in the document, which can lead to 
a significant problem in sentiment analysis for two sentences 
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with a different set of words and sentiments. BOW also does 
not consider the semantic similarity between words.

There are several ways to provide a suitable word for feeding 
machine learning algorithms, such as N-gram and binary features. 
At present, with the exception of a few studies in Chinese and 
Hindi, most research has been done on English text.

CNN is well suited for extracting local features from the 
text. RNN is used for sequential data processing. The LSTM is a 
kind of RNN that can learn long-term dependencies. It can also 
solve the problem of gradient fading and gradient explosion.

LSTM also learns long-term dependencies. On the other 
hand, instead of displaying each word using our index in the 
dictionary, we use Word2vec as an embedding algorithm, 
which is the key to the proposed neural network architecture 
results. In this study, two data sets are introduced. They have 
about 9,000 and 3,000 sentences, respectively, which are labeled 
positive, negative, and neutral.

2 Material and methods
In theory, a conventional recursive neural network should 

be able to produce sequences of unlimited complexity, however 
in fact, we discover that this network is unable of retaining 
information linked to previous inputs for lengthy periods of 
time. This amnesia exposes these sorts of networks to instability 
during sequence creation, in addition to reducing the network’s 
capacity to simulate long-term structures (Le & Zuidema, 
2014; Qian et al., 2015). The problem (which is common to all 
conditional production models, of course) is that if the network 
predictions depend only on a few recent inputs and these inputs 
are generated by the network itself, and there is very little chance 
of correction, the network makes past mistakes.

Possessing an extended recollection has a stabilizing impact 
since it allows the network to fulfill its forecast by looking back 
even if it doesn’t comprehend its recent past. The problem of 
instability is especially acute when dealing with decimal data 
because forecasts can distance themselves from the manifold 
on which the training data is placed. One solution proposed for 
conditional models is to inject noise into the predictions made 
by the network before feeding them to the next time step. This 
strengthens the network against unexpected inputs. Nevertheless, 
a better memory is a much better and more effective solution. 
Long-term memory, or LSTM for short, is a recursive NN 
architecture that stores and accesses data more efficiently than 
the standard version (Zhang et al., 2018).

Unlike a typical recursive NN, which rewrites material throughout 
each stage, an LSTM recursive NN may determine whether or not 
to preserve existing recollection by using the introduced gateways. 
Assume the LSTM unit discovers a significant characteristic in 
the input sequence during the early stages. In such scenario, it 
can readily transfer the data across a great distance, allowing it 
to receive and sustain long-term dependencies.

As mentioned earlier, the Long Short-Term Memory 
Unit was first introduced in 1997 by Hochreiter and Schmidt 
Huber (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). Minor changes have 
been made to LSTM since then. The basics of training and 
implementing these types of networks are taken from an article 

entitled Recurrent Neural Networks for Sequence Generation 
in 2013 (Grossberg, 2013).

Unlike a traditional recursive neural network that simply 
adds up the input signals and then sends them via an activation 
function, each LSTM unit benefits from one memory tC  at 
a time t. th  or activates LSTM as . ( )t o th tanh C= Γ  where the 
amount of material supplied through memory is controlled by 
an output gateway oΓ . The output gate is calculated using the 
expression 1( .[ , ] )o o t t oW h X bσ −Γ = +   , which σ  is the sigmoid 
activation function. oW  is also an oblique matrix. tC is the 
memory cell also has relative forgetting of current memory and 
adds new memory content as ˆ

tC  1
ˆ. .t f t u tC C C−= Γ + Γ  is updated 

where the contents of the new memory are updated via the 
expression 1

ˆ ( .[ , ] )t C t t cC tanh W h X b−= +    obtained. fΓ , the forget-
me-not gateway, controls the quantity of existing memory to 
be forgotten, while the updated gateway handles the volume 
of extra memory content that has to be introduced to the 
memory cell. This operation is performed with the following 
calculations (Equation 1):

1

1

( .[ , ] )

( .[ , ] )
f f t t f

u u t t u

W h X b

W h X b

σ

σ
−

−

Γ = +

Γ = +
  (1)

To do this, before we go into more detail about the LSTM 
network, let’s review the main problem once. The first image 
you see below (Figure 1) is a standard recursive neural network 
image (Gori et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2018). As shown in the 
picture, in each time step, we receive two inputs, and we can 
also produce two outputs. We can see that there is no way 
to move a characteristic from the beginning to the end of 
the process. There is no mechanism to deal with the issue of 
gradient blurring!

If the network acquires an important feature at the beginning 
of the sequence, it will not be able to transfer it to the next steps 
in a traditional neural network.

In enhanced versions such as GRU and (soon LSTM), we 
see that we provide this capability to the network by imposing 
restrictions on the parameter flexibility in the optimization process 
(Zheng et al., 2020b). Let’s look at an LSTM neural network and 
open this discussion further. Below we see an LSTM recursive 
neural network (Figure 2).

We come across new ideas in the LSTM NN that were not 
present in the classic recursive NN. The data flow inside this 
network is controlled by three so-called gates:

• Input gate

• Output gate

• Forget gate

A memory cell is also known as a Memory Cell, or C for 
short, in addition to these three gates. These are new concepts 
in this network, and in addition to these four new concepts, the 
network also has a cache input or the same h and input or the 
same X and produces two outputs (one output is tC  , and the 
other output is th , which is split in two).
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3 Results and discussion
LSTM blocks are a form of recursive neural network that 

may learn long-term dependencies in order to solve the gradient 
issue. Hochreiter and Schmidhuber initially proposed these 
networks in 1997.

Recall that LSTM networks’ default and typical nature is 
to memorize information for extended periods of time, and 
their architecture is so that they can absorb extremely distant 
knowledge effectively, which is a trait that resides in their 
architecture (Ahmad et al., 2019; Gonçalves & Zampieri, 2003).

In LSTM, we do not have a Γr gate. This gate specifies how 
much memory to include. If it is 0, it completely eliminates the 
memory effect.

LSTM has more gates than GRU. In LSTM, a gate for forgetting 
is added and specifies how much to influence the state candidate 

to rewrite Ct, in other words, how much to remember and how 
much to forget (Figure 3).

The iteration module in Bidirectional RNN (Figure 4) can be 
ordinary RNN, LSTM, or GRU. The structure and connections 
of a two-way RNN are shown in the figure below. There are two 
types of communication, one of which progresses over time, which 
helps us learn from previous representations. The other goes 
backward, which helps us in future representations. For example, 
we have offline data such as video or text.

The initial stage in LSTM is to choose whatever information 
from the state cell we wish to remove. The forget gate, a sigmoid 
layer, makes this judgment (Figure 5). Depending on the values 
ht-1 and xt, this gate will output zero or one for each number in 
the Ct-1 state cell. A value of one means to completely delete the 
current value of the state cell (Ct-1) to Ct, and a value of zero 

Figure 1. Standard Retrograde Neural Network.

Figure 2. LSTM recursive neural network.
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means to completely delete the information of the current state 
cell (Ct-1) and not to value any of it in Ct.

Let’s go to this example, which is a language model in which 
we tried to guess the next word based on all the previous words. 
In such a case, the state cell may contain the gender of the present 
tense, according to which we can determine which pronoun to 

use. When a new subject appears in a sentence, the gender of 
the previous subject must be removed.

The following phase is to determine which additional data we 
want to store in the state cell (Figure 6). There are two elements 
to this decision. The input gate, for example, is a sigmoid layer 
that determines how much will be updated. A hyperbolic tangent 

Figure 3. Comparing GRU and LSTM.

Figure 4. Bidirectional RNN.

Figure 5. Forget gate.
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layer is the next step that takes a vector of values called Ct and 
adds it to the state cell. In the next step, these two steps are 
combined to update the state cell value. In the example of the 
language model we had earlier, we want to add the new subject 
gender to the state cell to replace the previous subject gender 
that we decided to forget in the previous step.

Now it’s time to upgrade the old state cell, Ct-1, to the new state 
cell, Ct (Figure 7). In the previous steps, it was decided what to do, 
and now we only need to implement the decisions that were made. 
We multiply the previous value of the state cell by ft, which means 
forgetting the information we decided to forget earlier. Then we 
add it * ~ Ct. New state cell values   are now obtained according to 
the decisions made earlier. In the example of the language model, 
this is exactly where we discard the information we had about the 
previous gender and add new information.

Finally, the information decided are going to the output 
(Figure 8). This output has the same status as the cell value, but 
it will be filtered. A sigmoid layer comes first that decides the 
output part of the state cell. Then, the value of state cell (after 
updating in the previous steps) is given to a layer of hyperbolic 
tangent (until the values are between ±1) and multiply its value 
by the output of the previous sigmoid layer so that only the parts 
that are required would go to the output.

In the example of the linguistic model, given that it has only seen 
the subject, it may want to output information about the verb if it 
wants to guess the next word. For example, it may take the subject, 
whether singular or plural, to know what form the verb will take.

What has been described so far is a normal LSTM. But not 
all LSTMs are like this. In fact, every article that uses LSTMs 
uses slightly different versions of LSTM.

Figure 6. Input gate.

Figure 7. Converting old state cell to new state cell.

Figure 8. The information that are going to the output are pre-determined.
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4 Conclusion
LSTM NNs represent a memory cell. They use memory slot 

to process data. We can see from the examples above that we 
can consider time delay in RNNs, but LSTM is the way to go if 
our RNN fails with a lot of relevant data and we want to find 
the relevant data from it. The LSTM NN, with its sophisticated 
appearance, contains some interesting and simple ideas. By using 
LSTM the following could be acchieved:

• We have long-term memory, and we forget and remember 
information.

• We have gates that, like an adjustable valve, control the 
inlet-outlet flow.

• We had three gates with letters of forgetfulness gate, input 
gate, and output gate.

• The gate of forgetfulness was to forget unnecessary 
information of the past.

• The input gate was to check whether the information 
obtained from the current moment (t) is worth storing 
in long-term memory

• The output gate was to not transfer all the information in Ct 
to the ht output. Take as much as we need to the ht output.

• The gates always have an output between 0 and 1.

• The gates are always multiplied by another door-to-door 
entrance.

• Each gate has two inputs: xt and ht-1. The two inputs are 
multiplied by two layers of follicle-connected, then aggregated 
and finally passed through the sigmoid function.

• Using a hyperbolic tangent, the information is always 
between -1 and 1.

• The LSTM network has four times the parameter and 
computational cost of the RNN network. It has three gates 
and a network for calculating memory input (Ct).

• LSTM is a gateway-based return network.

• There are several versions of LSTM on the market! Be careful 
not to be misled by different shapes and formulas. They all 
involve the idea of gates (forgetting, input, and output).
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